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“

About the Our Bodies, Our Bikes original zine:
“Reading this zine was like having a kaleidoscope
stuck in front of my face and spun, til I could
see colors and angles and experiences heretofore
unknown to me, where before I had only seen my
bike. For example, I have NEVER thought about
biking while pregnant, much less in labor. And
it hadn’t even occurred to me that there might be
extreme pleasure potential in stopping for a red
light.” –Wheel Sexy Cabaret
About Elly Blue’s Everday Bicycling:

“Blue’s approach is down-to-earth, practical, and
kind. She’s got tons of good advice, and she delivers
it in plain English without getting all preachy or
judgy.” –The Atlantic Cities

About April Streeter’s Women on Wheels:

“This practical guide to city riding rounds up
practical advice along with a vision for the future
of riding and some inspiring mini-profiles.” –
WA Bikes

Our Bodies, Our Bikes is a resource and
companion for women who ride bicycles.
Through personal stories, how-to guidelines,
and factual information, contributors explore
the intersection of cycling and women’s
health, from bike fit to clothing, from periods
to childbirth, from media representation to
gender presentation, youth empowerment,
aging, reproductive rights and much more.
Cycling has long been a man’s world, and as
cycling gains popularity among women as a
form of recreation, sport, and transport, this
book provides a timely resource. Diverse
contributors demystify and elucidate women’s
issues in cycling in a practical, friendly, and
down to earth manner.
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Marketing Notes
1. Women’s health and reproductive rights are
major topics of national interest and debate
* Up to 50% of cyclists are women, but there
are no books for women-specific information
about bike fit, saddle sores, and bicycling during
various reproductive cycles

3. Original format sold entire print run in less
than six months
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Elly Blue is an author and activist who lives in
Portland, Oregon. She writes about the economic
and equity cases for bicycle transportation and
publishes feminist books about bicycling.

April Streeter writes and bikes from Portland,
Oregon. She has been a correspondent for Windpower Monthly magazine, Tomorrow Magazine,
and Treehugger, and was managing editor for
Sustainable Industries magazine. She founded
Women on Wheels, a group for women bicyclists
in the Portland area.
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